Fanfare of Praise

Jonathan W. Lee
Based on familiar hymn tunes

Upbeat, with flair $\frac{d}{d} = 120$

Duration: 2:55
“Holy God, We Praise Thy Name”

Tune: GROSSER GOTT, Katholisches Gesangbuch, 1774
“To God Be the Glory”
Tune: TO GOD BE THE GLORY, by William H. Doane

“Revive Us Again”
Tune: REVIVE US AGAIN, by John J. Husband
Turn Your Eyes upon Jesus
(with Just as I Am)

Moderate and expressive $\frac{4}{4}$ = 96

Duration: 2:50
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Grace Greater Than Our Sin

Jazz waltz \( \frac{3}{4} = 120 \) (\( \frac{3}{4} = \frac{3}{4} \))

by Daniel B. Towner

Duration: 3:35
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Breathe on Me, Breath of God

Jonathan W. Lee
Tune: TRENTHAM
by Robert Jackson

Ethereally \( \frac{4}{8} \) = 76

Duration: 2:20
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Be Thou My Vision

Jonathan W. Lee
Tune: SLANE
Irish Folk Melody

Simple and unhurried $ \text{d} = 72$

(optional repeat)

Duration: 3:45
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Children of the Heavenly Father
(with Day by Day)

Jonathan W. Lee

Tunes: TRYGGGARA KAN INGEN VARA
Swedish Folk Melody
BLOTT EN DAG
by Oscar Ahnfelt

Unhurried, freely $=$ ca. 66

Duration: 3:25
God Leads Us Along

Jonathan W. Lee
Tune: GOD LEADS US
by George A. Young

Unhurried and expressive $\frac{3}{4} = 66$

Moving ahead $\frac{3}{4} = 84$

Duration: 3:25
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In memory of Gary Davis

Abide with Me
(with Wonderful Peace)

Jonathan W. Lee
Tunes: eventide
by William H. Monk
WONDERFUL PEACE
by W. G. Cooper

Slowly, freely $= ca. 60$

Duration: 4:15
light, bell-like melody
The Love of God

Jonathan W. Lee
Tune: LOVE OF GOD
by Frederick M. Lehman

Duration: 3:05